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ISOMORPHISMS OF LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS AND

BANACH ALGEBRAS

ANTHONY TO-MTNG LAU1 AND KELLY McKENNON

Abstract. If G is a locally compact group, then UBCr(G)*, the dual of the space

of bounded right uniformly continuous complex-valued functions on G, with the

Arens product is a Banach algebra. We prove in this paper a result that will have as

a consequence the following: Let G„ G2 be locally compact groups. Then the

Banach algebras UBCr(G[)* and UBCr(G£* are isometric isomorphic if and only

if G, and G2 are topologically isomorphic.

1. Introduction. J. Wendel proved in [7] that if G, and G2 are locally compact

groups such that the group algebras LX(GX) and L^G^ are isometric isomorphic,

then Gx and G2 are topologically isomorphic. Later B. Johnson [3] proved that the

same conclusion holds when the group algebras are replaced by the measure

algebras M(GX), M(G2) of Gx and G2 respectively.

Let UBCr(G) denote the Banach space of bounded right uniformly continuous

complex-valued functions on a locally compact group G (see [4, p. 275]) with the

supremum norm. On the dual Banach space, UBCr(G)*, we may define a product

by <mOn,/> = (m, n,(f)), where n,(f)(x) = <«, IJy, lj(y) = f(xy), for any m, n

E UBC/G)*, / e UBC,(G), and x,y E G. Then UBCr(G)* with respect to this

product is a Banach algebra (see [4, p. 275]). In this paper we shall prove a theorem

(Theorem 1) which will have as consequences both Johnson's result [3, Corollary 1]

and the following:

Theorem 2. Let Gx, G2 be locally compact groups. Then the Banach algebras

UBCr(G,)* and UBCr(G2)* are isometric isomorphic if and only if Gx and G2 are

topologically isomorphic.

2. Some technical lemmas. Throughout this section, G will denote a locally

compact group with a fixed left Haar measure X. Integration with respect to X will

be denoted by JG . . . dx. Iff, h are complex-valued measurable functions defined À

a.e. on G, let

f(x) = fix- '),        U(y) = fixy),       rj(y) = f(yx),

(f * h)(x) = ¡J(y)h(y~xx)dy,       ( u * h)(x) = j h{y"xx) d(i(y)
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for any x,y G G and regular Borel measure p on G whenever the formula makes

sense.

Let C(G) denote the space of bounded continuous complex-valued functions on

G with the supremum norm || • ||„, and let C0(G) be the closed subspace of C(G)

consisting of all functions vanishing at infinity. A closed linear subspace X of C(G)

is left introverted (see Day [1, p. 540]) if la(X) Ç X for each a G G, and for each

m G X*, f G X, the function m,(f) on G defined by m,(f)(x) = m(lj), x G G, is

also in X. In this case, the Arens multiplication on X* defined by (n0m,/) =

<«, m,(f)} for each / G X, n, m G X* makes sense. Furthermore, X* with this

multiplication is a Banach algebra (see [1, §6]). Examples of left introverted

subspaces of C(G) include C0(G), UBCr(G), and the space of almost periodic

(resp. weakly almost periodic) continuous functions on G, denoted by AP(G) (resp.

WAP(G)). In the case of C0(G)* = M(G), the multiplication O on M(G) is

precisely the convolution of measures as defined in [4, p. 266].

If a G G, ôa will denote either the point-measure at a in M(G), or the point-

evaluation linear functional in X* when X is a subspace of C(G).

Lemma 1. Let m G C0(G)*. Then m has a unique norm preserving extension to a

continuous linear functional on C(G).

Proof. We may assume that ||w|| = 1. Let p be a regular Borel measure on G

such that m(f) = fGf(x) dp.(x) for each/ G C0(G). Define m(f) = }Gf(x) dp(x)

for all/ G C(G). Then m G C(G)*, m extends m, and \\m\\ = 1.

If n G C(G)* is another extension of m, and ||n|| = 1, let F denote the set of

linear combinations of point evaluations on G in the unit ball of C(G)*. If n is not

in the weak*-closure of F, then by [2, p. 417, Theorem 10] there exist/ G C(G), a

constant c and e > 0 such that

Re</ ¿>> < c - s < c < Re</, n)

for all <j> G F. Now if a G G, and f(a) = re'8, let </> = e~%; then <<*>,/> = r <

c - e. Hence |/(a)| ™ r < c — e. In particular, ||/||„ < c — e.

However c < Re</, n} < |</, n>| < \\n\\ \\f\\u < c - e which is impossible.

Hence n is in the weak*-closure of F.

Let ma be a net in F, such that ma(f) -» n(f) for each / G C(G). Let q(ma)

denote the restriction of ma to C0(G). Then ||9(ma)|| < 1, and q(ma)(f) -» /c f dp.

for each/ G C0(G). Hence \\q(ma)\\ -h> ||p|| = 1. It follows from [6, Theorem 3.9]

that <wa,/> also converges to fGfdp. = m(f) for each/ G C(G). In particular,

n = m.

Lemma 2. Let X be a left introverted closed subspace of C(G) containing C0(G). If

m G X* such that m¡: X -* X is an isometry, then there exist x G G and X G C,

|X| = 1 such that m,(f) = Xrx(f) for all f G X.

Proof. We first assume that X = C0(G). Let p G M(G) such that <w,/> =

/c/i/pforall/G C0(G).

Define: t: Lx(G) -> LX(G) by t(/) = p */, / G LX(G). Then t is an isometry.

Clearly ||t(/)||, < ||/||, for each/ G LX(G) since ||p|| = 1. To prove the reverse
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inequality, let / E LX(G) be fixed. For any e > 0, choose h E C0(G) such that

||A||„ = 1 and \if(x)h(x) dx\ > ||/||, - e. Then ||(/ * h)~\\u > ||/||, - e. Hence

llMMIi"lk*/llil|Â««>||(M*/)*%

-|^[(/'*)T|.-M(/-ä)1.
-|(/«*)~|.>Wi-«.

By [7, Theorem 3], there exist y E G and X E C, \X\ = 1, such that ¡i */ = Xlyf for

all / E LX(G). In particular »!,(/) = (ft * f)~ = XrJ, where x = y~x, for all / E

C(G) with compact support. Hence m¡(f) = Xrx(f) for all/ E C^G).

The general case follows from Lemma 1 by considering the restriction of m to

C¿G).

If A1 is a linear subspace of C(X), and h E LX(G), we define r(/t) E X* by

t(A)(/) = (f(x)h(x) dx   for all/ E X.

Lemma 3. // X is a closed left introverted subspace of C(X) consisting of left

uniformly continuous functions, then the set

{m,(f); m = r(h), h E LX(G) andf E X}

is norm dense in X.

Proof. Let {A0} be a bounded approximate identity in LX(G) and ma = m(ha).

Then

KOM-Au =\\(K *f)~ -ill« = HA« *s-n.
which converges to zero (see [5, 32.48]).

Remark. Lemma 3 is false when the functions in X are not left uniformly

continuous. For example, if X = UBCr(G), then for each/ £ X, h E LX(G), and

m = r(h), the function m¡(f) = / * h is both left and right uniformly continuous

(see [4, 20.16]).

3. The main theorem. We are now ready to prove our main result.

Theorem 1. Let G,, G2 be locally compact groups. Let X¡, i = 1, 2, be a closed left

introverted subspace of C(G¡) containing C0(G¡). If the Banach algebras X* and X*

are isometric isomorphic, then G, and G2 are topologically isomorphic.

Proof. Let ß: Xx* -» X% be an isometric isomorphism. For a E G and m = 8a,

we have m ~ ' = 8b in Xf, where b = a ~x, and so

||/?(w)|| = ||m||= i=||w-1||=||)3(w)-'||

which implies that ß(m)/ is a linear isometry. An application of Lemma 2 shows

that there exist y(a) in G2 and X(a) E C such that ß(m)t = X(a)ryW Then as

readily checked, y is an algebraic isomorphism from G, onto G2. It remains to show

that y is a homeomorphism.
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Let {xa} be a net in G, converging to the identity e,. Let [y(x„)} be any subnet

of the net {y(xa)}. By Alaoglu's theorem, we may assume (passing to a subnet if

necessary) that the net 0n = ß(8^) converges to some tj G Ar2* in the weak*-topol-

ogy of X¡. Since the net {X(x„)} is bounded, we may further assume that the net

X(xw) also converges. Let h G LX(G), and m = r(h) (see Lemma 3), then

iS^Qm)(f)=f hixw-xy)fiy)dy

for each / G Xx. Hence \\8^Qm — m\\ < \\lz h — h\\x, where z„ = x^-1, which

converges to zero. This implies that the net \\9vOß(m) — p\m)||-»0 also. In

particular,

[ ß(m)](k) = lim 6„Oß(m)(k) = i,öß(m)(k)

for each k G X2. So ß(m) = rjOß(m) and hence m = jS"'(i|)0m. Consequently

m¡(f)(ex) = ß~x(r\)(m,(f)) for each/ G Xx and m = t(/i), h G LX(G). Since Cq(Gx)

Ç Xx and is left introverted, Lemma 3 implies that ß~x(r\) agrees with 8(ex) on

Co(Gx). Since 1 = ||fiei|| < ||ß"'(i))|| = ||n|| < 1, it follows from Lemma 2 that

ß~'(ij) and 8e¡ agree on Xx also. In particular tj = 8e. Hence the net {9„}

converges to 8e in the weak*-topology of X\*. This implies that X(x„) -» 1 and the

net 8yM converges to 8 in the weak*-topology of X%. Since C^G^ G X2, y(x„)

converges to e2. Since {y(xw)} is an arbitrary subnet of {y(x2)}, the net {y(xa)}

must also converge to e2. Therefore y is continuous. Similarly y ~ ' is also continu-

ous. The theorem is established.

Remarks. 1. Theorem 1 yields Johnson's result [3, Corollary] when X¡ = C0(G¡),

i = 1, 2.

2. Theorem 1 is false without the hypothesis: C0(GX) C Xx, for example, if G, is

any locally compact noncompact group, and G2 is the set of multiplicative linear

functionals on AP(G,) with the Arens multiplication. Then G2 is a compact group.

Let Xx = AP(G,) and X2 = C(G2). Then Xx n C0(GX) = {0}. Define /: Xx -► X2

by (//)(<?) = <K/) f°r each/ G Xx, <f> G G2. Then /* is an isometry and an algebra

isomorphism from X% onto Arf.
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